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About Softbox 

Softbox is an award-winning temperature control packaging 

innovator that has been designing and producing high 

performance packaging solutions for more than 20 years. 

Headquartered in England, Softbox offers consistent quality and 

value to clients from strategically located global manufacturing 

sites throughout Europe, the Middle East, Africa, the Americas, 

India, and Asia Pacific. 

The situation

It’s vital to get medications into areas that have been hit by 

hurricanes or other disasters, but normal delivery methods 

are often unavailable. Softbox wanted to help pharmaceutical 

clients make deliveries in 

difficult-to-reach areas, while 

still maintaining the strict 

temperature controls that many 

medications require. Because 

of the sensitive cargo, Softbox 

also wanted to make sure clients 

could track the shipments. 

 • Business needs - Softbox wanted to help 

pharmaceutical clients make temperature-

controlled deliveries in tough-to-reach 

areas, especially during humanitarian crises.

 • Networking solution - An LTE-connected 

drone carries medications in Softbox’s 

thermal-insulated packaging to people in 

need, often in the aftermath of a disaster. 

The solution is powered by AT&T Internet of 

Things (IoT) tracking technology.

 • Business value - Organizations can now 

deliver lifesaving medications to people in 

areas made inaccessible by disaster.  

They can also track the location and 

temperature of the shipment and receive 

informative alerts.

 • Industry focus - Packaging and logistics 

 • Size - 19 locations across EMEA,  

the Americas, India, and Asia Pacific

Softbox 

deliver medicine with Softbox 
and AT&T IoT technology 

Flying
smartboxes
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Solution

AT&T worked with Softbox to use LTE-connected 

drones to deliver temperature-controlled medical 

payloads. Softbox’s thermal-insulated packaging 

system – “Skypod” – includes a smartbox powered 

by IoT technology from AT&T that tracks the 

shipment and delivers data, including the location and 

temperatures of the box to ensure the cold chain –  

a temperature-controlled supply chain.

Overcoming cold chain challenges

Softbox has become a leading innovator in the 

cold chain packaging industry thanks to its award-

winning temperature-controlled products. The world’s 

foremost pharmaceutical, clinical research, biotech, 

and logistics companies trust Softbox to help them 

overcome the challenges of managing the cold chain 

when shipping temperature-sensitive products for 

clinical trials and commercial use.

The company has earned 2 Queen’s Awards – a 

prestigious honor given to British businesses that 

excel at international trade, innovation, or sustainable 

development – for designing, developing, and 

commercializing its range of delivery products. 

Additionally, the company’s engineered packaging 

systems have been created and rigorously tested 

to help ensure the cold chain can be maintained 

with confidence. Softbox offers consistent quality 

to its clients thanks to strategically located global 

manufacturing sites.

While its footprint today covers the globe, Softbox 

employees pride themselves on providing personalized 

service, and always seek to work in partnership with 

clients and suppliers. The company’s innovation, 

consistent quality, and passion have made it a trusted 

partner to the life science and logistics industries.

The sky’s the limit on Softbox 
ingenuity

According to Technical Director Richard Wood, Softbox 

is always looking for ways to improve its solutions. 

The company sought to help pharmaceutical clients 

get medications to people in areas inaccessible by 

traditional methods, and it looked to create a system 

that could deliver products while maintaining the cold 

chain throughout the process. 

One of the newest Softbox innovations is called 

“Skypod” – a small packaging system that’s 

lightweight and reusable. “It’s robust and will protect 

products during distribution,” Wood said. “It’s quite a 

unique scenario. We’re currently testing for disaster 

relief where these systems will be used with UAV 

(unmanned aerial vehicle) drones to transport 

lifesaving medications to people that are caught up in 

disaster situations, such as hurricanes.”

Softbox turned to AT&T for help in ensuring the 

Skypods were able to maintain the cold chain and 

http://business.att.com
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that clients could track the Skypods’ location. It also 

wanted to monitor the payload’s internal and external 

temperature and issue an alert if it varied to a degree 

that would be detrimental to the product.

Near-real time temperature and 
location data

AT&T suggested Softbox use an LTE-connected drone 

powered by its IoT technology to carry the Skypods. 

The companies worked together on demonstration 

flights in locations across Puerto Rico, which was 

devastated by Hurricane Maria in 2017. 

“We developed and tested our shippers to ensure 

that the medication, when it reaches our patients, is 

in the best possible condition to help them overcome 

whatever issues or problems they might be having,” 

Wood said.

AT&T IoT technology tracks the Skypods with data 

that Softbox and its clients can view using the web 

or a mobile app dashboard. The data includes near-

real time external and internal temperatures of the 

box and its location. Light exposure data helps signal 

if there’s box tampering by determining if the box is 

open or closed.

The inventive dashboard app will flash alerts to help 

drive appropriate action. For example, it will send 

an alert if there’s a change to the package’s defined 

temperature range or if the drone strays outside its 

defined geofencing parameters.

Collaboration and innovation

AT&T and Softbox have adapted the Skypod from an 

earlier project that involved a connected flask prototype. 

The AT&T Foundry – a network of innovation centers 

that collaborate with startups, technology providers, 

and enterprises to move ideas to market faster 

through rapid prototyping – helped Softbox develop 

and refine a connected flask. The product allowed 

patients to take refrigerated pharmaceuticals with 

them for extended periods of time when they travel. 

Softbox asked AT&T to assist in revising the design so 

the flask could be transported with drones. AT&T then 

relocated the IoT sensors that track temperature and 

location from the lid of the original prototype into  

the smartbox.

“We’re proud to be working with AT&T in this dynamic, 

industry-first trial,” Wood said. “The connected 

Skypod could be rapidly deployed globally in times of 

humanitarian disaster relief.” 

http://business.att.com
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The critical connection 

The AT&T Global SIM and AT&T Control Center 

connect and manage the Skypod’s sensor data 

transmission, and the web and mobile app reporting 

dashboards depend on the AT&T Asset Management 

Operations Center.

The drone is also connected to the powerful, global 

AT&T network, providing a communications path for 

flight plan and telemetry data between the drone and 

ground control system. An advanced AT&T platform 

tracks the drones at every step of their journey, giving 

visibility to Softbox and its pharmaceutical clients so 

they can see where the delivery is at virtually any time 

and monitor the environmental conditions for the 

pharmaceuticals in the Skypod. 

After each phase of the proof-of-concept trials,  

AT&T revised the tracking platform to make sure it 

gave Softbox the information it needed to share with 

its clients. 

Taking IoT to new heights

IoT has changed the way the world does business, 

revolutionizing commerce, communications, 

transportation, logistics, and so much more. Smart 

cities, connected vehicles, intelligent irrigation, and 

other IoT projects are conserving natural resources, 

streamlining business processes, and saving money, 

but connected healthcare takes the stakes to  

another level.

It’s nearly impossible to overstate the value of 

getting into inaccessible areas to deliver lifesaving 

medicines to patients in need. Creating new, faster 

ways to deliver medications advances healthcare 

and saves lives, especially in disaster situations. AT&T 

and Softbox are moving beyond business as usual to 

address humanitarian challenges, demonstrating the 

power of IoT for the greater good. 

“So here we are, witnessing drones equipped with 

thermally packaged aerial shippers, delivering time-

and-temperature-sensitive medicines to doorsteps 

in the remotest parts of our planet,” Wood wrote 

in a recent British business publication. “Could you 

honestly have foreseen such a scenario, even  

20 years ago?”

Increased transparency, accuracy, 
and safety  

Softbox’s Skypods could provide a solution for a 

serious global dilemma, Wood believes. According to 

Creating new, faster ways to  
deliver medications advances 
healthcare and saves lives, 
especially in disaster situations. 
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the World Health Organization, an estimated  

1 in 10 medical products in low- and middle-income 

countries is substandard or falsified. Substandard 

and falsified medical products may cause harm to 

patients and fail to treat the diseases for which they 

were intended. 

Forward-thinking companies like Softbox have 

recognized that enhancing the visibility and 

traceability of pharmaceuticals could mitigate this 

crisis. “Smartboxes and smart sensors can map 

anything from variations in shipment temperatures to 

humidity, air pressure, light, and shocks,” Wood wrote. 

“Powered by cloud solutions, this brings enhanced 

transparency, accuracy, and responsiveness to the 

whole delivery cycle.”

With AT&T, Softbox is working to make 

pharmaceutical products safer for patients the 

world over. “Our collaboration with AT&T has been 

absolutely fantastic,” Wood said. “And without them, 

we wouldn’t be here today.”
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“Our collaboration with AT&T  
has been absolutely fantastic.  
And without them, we wouldn’t  
be here today.”

Richard Wood

Technical Director, Softbox
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